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The Runcimans and their 12/4 Falcon
See this remarkable restoration at the 2022 National Rally
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Editorial

the latest information about the rally and the
importance of booking really quickly.

Happy Christmas to all Torquetube readers
wherever you are on the planet. Thank you to
Bill White who has put in some effort to make
the Christmas RMCQ lunch special. The committee trusts that you have had an enjoyable
Riley year in restorations and outings when opportunity has arisen. We look forward to seeing
you in a Riley or a Riley activity in 2022.
As the year ends, concerns are high about our
freedom of movement interstate. The Western
Australian club members, however are very
confident that the borders will be open in time
for the national rally. Please see page 8 to read

It is also time to consider who you want to nominate for the club committee. At present the club
captain’s position is vacant and at the AGM, on
the 8th February all positions will be declared
vacant.
The editor may have put his life at risk by including the picture on page 3 from the last
monthly meeting.
Maybe you will have some time to do some restoration activity during January. Consider sharing the story in Torquetube. Or maybe you will
be preparing your Riley for the Margaret River
national rally? We are interested in that too.

The Editor appreciates receiving articles by the 21st of the month
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or their prices. Opinions expressed in this Newsletter are not
necessarily those of the Club, its Officers, or its Editor

Monthly Meeting of

the RMCQ
Its Windy
today

During the meeting Bill White drew the meetings attention to the Club’s Christmas lunch to
be held at 12 noon on the 12 December at the
club house. The celebration has been fully
booked.
The club run to Marshall and Janelle Holmes’

No. It’s
Thursday

So am I.
Let’s
have a
beer

home was discussed and the details confirmed.
The story is included in this month’s magazine.
The rumour about the committee needing hearing aids is untrue.
A breakfast outing to the Pitstop café’ on the
5th December was mentioned.

November Riley Club run to Marshall and Janelle Holme’s garage
There was an expectation of rain. It was overcast but warm and humid. A large rain event
was going to come soon. We decided to attend in a modern. The meeting place was to
be around the corner from Marshall and
Janelle Holme’s home in the local boy scout
club’s parking area. Bill White was already
there in his Drophead special and John and
Margaret Hansford had arrived in their modern. Soon afterwards Greg and Yvonne May
arrived in their RM Coupe special. Marshall
was there to greet us. At 10 am we walked
around the corner to our host’s backyard.
Shortly afterwards Chris Reynolds joined us.
We had come to look at Marshall’s RMB restoration but there were other unique aspects
about the Holmes residence that was of interest. In the backyard was a brick building that
had been the northern suburb’s bakery. It had
been decommissioned in the 1960’s and was
now the home of a private collection of gas appliance memorabilia. The house at the front of
the yard is a 1910s Queenslander and the bottom front room had been used as a shop front.
Behind the house stands a one-story brick
building with three large ovens in the back
wall, it had a wide brick floored bread making
room and somewhere in the rear was a woodshed that kept the fires burning 24 hours a
3

day. Also in the rear was a stable to house the
horses and carts for house-to-house bread delivery.
But that was not the only extra attraction for

Above: Marshall describing the bakery
operation
this garage outing of the Queensland Riley
Motor Club. Marshall is an engineer who is
employed by the state government to oversee
the equipment at the state gas depos. Over
the years he has developed a collection of
unique antique gas appliances and equipment
and these along with horse harnesses

and baker’s tools were set out for display. But,
that was not the extent of the holm family’s interest. Behind the bakery was a large aviary
with finches and cockateels.

window had been fitted but the rubber purchased from the UK had a small wave rubber
to fit over the vinyl allowing water to pool in the
corners. A similar rubber with a larger wave
rubber has been ordered from ‘Old Auto Rubber’ who are in Melbourne. The larger sized
rubber is in their catalogue on page 12. He had
been waiting for a few weeks for numerous
other parts ordered from the UK. The chrome
looked in good order. The engine was running.
The RM sported an electronic Lucas ignition
system. The guards and doors were yet to be
painted. The seats were with an auto upholsterer to be recovered. But the project looked
tantalisingly close to completion.

Above: Marshall is describing the aviary
and bird species.
The outing began with morning tea on the bakery veranda. Janelle had prepared scones, jam
and cream and a plate of sandwiches. There
was also fresh coffee and tea. It was an excellent spread and Janelle had spent some time
preparing it for us. Thank you, Janelle. After
getting further acquainted with our hosts, Marshall took us for a tour of the bakery. The wood
fired ovens were built into a four-foot-deep
brick wall. The fire boxes were alongside the
oven doors and the heat was directed around
the ovens and the chimneys were on the other
side of the ovens. As said previously there
were three ovens in the wall and production
was sufficient to supply the needs of northern
suburb families as far away as Albany Creek.
Following the tour of the bakery, Marshall described the functions of the gas depo appliances. Also featured were domestic coal gas ovens that had been manufactured at
Woolloongabba, an inner suburb of Brisbane.
Their vintage was somewhere between the
first and second world war.

Above: The electric components yet to be
fitted

After much conversation centred around restoring Rileys, the men re-joined the ladies to
discover that Janelle is an official ‘Brisbane
greeter’. This is an organization that began in
the USA and has spread around the world. In
After our introduction to the birds in the aviary, any given location there are trained volunteer
Marshall invited us to look at his Riley project. greeters who take visitors for tours around the
The 1950 RMB had been retimbered, the vinyl major sites of a CBD. Janelle was saying that
the greeters would interview their guests and
roof covering had been fitted, the body had
been painted. He had chosen red as the main tailor the tour to the interests of the visitor.
colour and black as the inset colour. The rear
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Above: Marshall with his RMB and interest- and some members expressed interest in a
ed observer and keen club member Bill
tour of the CBD as a Riley outing next year. At
White looking on.
around 12.20 pm the group walked around the
corner to the local lawn bowls club to enjoy a
During our time together Janelle told some
simple but hearty lunch. What a great garage
very interesting historical stores about Brisbane. The group found it to be very interesting run! Thank you Marshall and Janelle.

December activities
Sunday 5th: The breakfast run is to the Pit
Stop cafe on Mt Mee. Leaving Samford at
0815 routing through Dayboro to be at the cafe
for about 09.15. Join us enroute or go direct.
Wonderful views and great food.
Trevor. 0407 717 853.
Tuesday Morning 7th: Riley Tinkerers at the
Clubhouse, Samford. Restoration activities,
friendship and technical advice. Tea and coffee provided.

Drive, Highvale 4520, Samford Show
Grounds.
12 noon: Lunch shall be a sausage sizzle provided by the club. Tea and coffee provided. BYO cold drinks or purchase from the
club.
2024 National rally planning meeting after
lunch to plan a reconnoitre of event locations
and action first committee tasks.

Sunday 12th: 12.30 pm: Christmas lunch at Tuesday Morning 21st: Riley Tinkerers at
the Club house. $30 per person to be paid on the Clubhouse, Samford. Restoration activities,
the day. RSVP was closed on 28 November
friendship and technical advice. Tea and cofTuesday 14th 10 am: Morning tea at fee provided.

the club house

Early advice: The AGM will be preceded by a
breakfast run to Bullockys rest and the meeting
11 am: Monthly meeting of the RMCQ will commence at 11 am, 8th February. A
at the Riley Club , 38 Showgrounds
sausage sizzle will follow for lunch
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Annual membership fees
The Annual membership fees become due on 1 January 2022. It is advised that
members pay their fees directly after receiving this advice to avoid forgetting to
pay the fee and having a laps of membership.
The annual membership fees are $50 for members and $15 for associate
members.
If you joined after 1st October 2021, you are financial until 31st December 2022
and no payment is required. Similarly, if you paid fees in advance to help finance
our new clubhouse, your membership extends to your selected term.
You may pay in cash or by cheque in person to the treasurer at the AGM, or by
direct deposit to: Riley Motor club, Queensland Inc,
Bendigo Bank: BSB 633000, Account: 156635229
Membership entitles you to access spare parts and provides legal currency for
the concession of your Riley(s). My understanding is that traffic police do not
accept forgetting as an excuse for not having legal currency.
Important: Direct depositors please include your name and membership number
in the deposit details and mail or e-mail the treasurer to advise. If you do not do
this the 2022 treasurer will be unable to advise the depositor and cannot issue a
receipt or membership card.
QRMC treasurer: Rod Longdon

67 Tom Schmidt Court
MT SAMSON QLD 4520
Longdens7@bigpond.com
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Breakfast Visit to Trevor Taylor’s shed by Peter Lee and Trevor Taylor

Above: Trevor’s shed with MGTF on the left
and RMB on the right.. From the right; Ian
Haywood, Graham Bourne and Carl Harries
at the entrances
The shed is truly impressive with lots of modern gear. The inmates are Trevor’s ’new’ RMB,
an RMA being turned into a ‘Woodie’ or as Trevor would say ‘a shooting brake’, an immaculate S type 3.8 Jag and an MGTF. A separate
man cave ‘lounge’ area is situated at the rear
of the shed.

Above: Brian Jackson inspecting the
Woodie
Consideration is being given to sending the instruments to Ottos, the dashboard has been
made. Auto Sparks will be the most likely maker of the wiring loom.
Below: Bill White and David Maudsley with
Trevor’s RMB.
Nineteen people including four ladies attended.
Breakfast consisted of a bacon roll and mince
pies – a very attractive enticement to get out a
little bit earlier and make a visit to Trevor’s
shed on the way to the clubhouse.
The Woodie is about midway into its restoration. Many of the panels have been painted.
The timbers already prepared are the ‘A’ posts
and front window rails. Other timbers accumulated includes Silky Oak and Red Cedar.
These will be used to make the frame that extends into the rear.
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Riley Motor Club of WA

Margaret River Ramble 20th to 25th March and Post Rally Tour 25th
March to 29th March 2022
Hello Everyone

We have reported previously that there is no
financial risk in submitting an entry or making
As of the middle of November we are holding
33 bookings for the Rally. I’d be confident of 45 an accommodation booking so we’d be happy
entries in total provided we have open borders to see your entries come in and if you have any
queries please email or call me to answer any
in the New Year as we learn to live with this
queries you may have. Ph 08 9295 4592, email
dreaded COVID virus.
runcimans@westnet.com.au
The WA Government recently issued a press
release which is summarised below and should Just to recap Rally Entry can be done via the
website https://rileywa.org.au by selecting
be reassuring to those potential entrants who
Events and then Booking Form on the drop
have concerns. In summary:
down menu. It’s very simple. I’ve also included
WA will reopen its border when the vaccina- as an attachment the Stay Margaret River Action rate reaches 90 per cent
commodation Request Form which must be
That could be achieved in late January or
completed and sent to Stay Margaret River
early February
A specific transition day will be set after the Motel to book your accommodation. They will
80 per cent (double dose vaccination)
acknowledge receipt of this and confirm your
mark is reached– this is expected to be booking
achieved by Christmas.
Just to recap no deposits are required for accommodation at Stay Margaret River Motel and
So we’ll know when the borders are to be
our club will refund 100% of any payments
opened around the Christmas/New Year pemade in respect of the Rally right up to the 13th
riod and it is expected that this will give us
March 2022 which is within a week of the Rally
clear vision for the Rally and Post Rally
starting date.
dates.
We aren’t under pressure to release rooms at
Now it should also be noted that all intending
the moment however to be fair to the Motel we
entrants will need to obtain a WA Government
will adjust the accommodation early in the New
G2G pass to enter the state and this is availaYear so please get your entries in.
ble from <https://www.g2gpass.com.au/ >
General
Proof of double dose vaccinations will be required to undertake air travel and to enter
There are possibly one or two loan cars availaWestern Australia.
ble and if you are comfortable borrowing a car

This may sound daunting to some however we
thought it best to “lay the cards on the table”
now so that there are minimal surprises in your
planning process.

please let us know. One of these cars is an
RMA and the other a Mercedes Benz.

Remember if you are sending your car by
transport and cannot collect it during normal
If you have already entered and /or booked ac- office hours (Monday to Friday) please advise
commodation and cannot fulfill the double vac- and we’ll endeavour to handle this for you.
cination requirement we’d be grateful if you
We look forward receiving your entries.
could let us know now as that will affect our fiJim Runciman
nal numbers.
Bulletin No 6
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Riley National Meet 2022
20th - 25th March 2022 MARGARET RIVER
Accommodation Booking Request Form
To ensure a speedy & efficient CHECK IN process, please make your Room selection/s, COMPLETE & SIGN, where indicated below
and Email to: admin@staymargaretriver.com.au to secure the reservation, OR call 08 9757 2633. The full cost of the accommodation is payable 7 days prior to arrival.
A confirmation and receipt of payment will be sent to the nominated email address.

ACCOMMODATION (Room Only)

$

Queen

$159.00

QS Room (Twin Share)

$159.00

King Room

$179.00

1 Bed Apartment

$199.00

2 Bed Apartment

$219.00

No. of
Rooms
required

Breakfast
@ $15pp*

COMMENTS/
Dietary
Requirements

*Full Breakfast is available @ $15 pp per day if booked & paid with the accommodation for the entirety of the stay (Normal Cost is $30 per person)

NOTE: Accommodation is available at these rates Pre & Post Event

Total Amount Payable

$

Name:
Email:
Ph:
Mob:
Reservation Guarantee Details
Credit Card Details

Type:
Number:
Exp. Date:
Name on Card:

No of People:
Arrival Date:
Departure Date:

Signature
The Credit Card used for this reservation will be held on file and will be used for any incidental charges incurred during the
stay

To receive the special rates listed above bookings must be made VIA THIS FORM

Please EMAIL this booking form to: admin@staymargaretriver.com.au
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Lead wiping Jasper Dettrich’s RMA
The timber frame had been installed. The front
door jams had been patched with new steel,
fitted and nailed into position. The roof steel sat
squarely and neatly onto the cant rails and the
front roof rail. Earlier the scuttle had been disassembled and a new battery box and toolbox
had been folded and fitted into position and a
second-hand fire wall had been welded into
place. A second-hand windscreen surround
and quarter panels had also been fitted and
nailed into position. To complete the project the
boot lid lip in the tub needed to be rebuilt in
steel, the rust holes needed to be patched
around the wheel arches and the holes drilled
into the tub for taillights and a radio antenna
opening needed to be filled with new steel.

They absorbed moisture and they increased
the speed of the rot under and around the lip.
This was almost certainly the case with Jasper’s Riley.

After some thought and a discussion on the
subject, it was decided to cut the rust out and
make a new lip that would take a wave rubber
extrusion as had been fitted into Rileys during
their assembly. That sounds easier than it actually is to achieve. After consultation with a
Riley ‘elder’ restorer it was decided to cut and
bend some new steel into an ‘L’ shape and
weld them together at their base to make a
square ‘C’ channel. The base was drilled every
few inches to make a place for spot welding it
to the base channel around the opening of the
tub. From underneath the original spot welds
were identified and drilled out and a cut was
made along the tub opening for the boot lid.
The rotted remains of the ‘C’ channel were
then unstitched from the channel and removed,
and the new ‘C’ section welded into its place
along the cut and through the drillings into the
channel. The corners were shaped using a
stretch/shrink tool and welded into place individually. The bottom driver’s side channel was
totally rotted out and replaced with a secondhand channel. The wheel well metal was rotted
out and this was replaced with new steel. The
rot along the lip was cut out with a thin cutting
off wheel and then replaced with new steel
Above: Door jam patch partly welded
bent into an ‘L’ shape. The passenger side
Many RMs lived almost entirely outdoors dur- wheel inner skirt was rotted out and this was
ing the 60s and 70s and one of the areas of rot replaced with new steel and the drilled holes
they contracted was in the lip around the boot for a radio antenna and brake lights were filled
lid opening in the tub. Because many enthusi- with weld.
asts lacked welding gear a simple solution had
been to fit and glue a block rubber into the cav- Below: Wheel arch patched
ity. Unfortunately, many of these block rubbers
were of a soft, porous rubber.

Below: boot lid lip rotted away
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This work provided a blank canvas for the lead
wiping. The excess welds were removed with a
grinding wheel and the panels were brought
back to shape using a wooden hammer and
dolly. The essential next step was to clean the
surface of any impurities. The flux used is
called Exweld. It is a mixture of flux and particles of lead and tin. The solder sticks were a
40/60 blend of tin and lead. A trowel was made
with left over timber from the frame and a tin
with oil was used to lubricate the trowel. Tinning was a simple matter of painting the flux
onto the metal. The surface was heated with
an LPG torch to avoid adding any impurities
and then the areas to be leaded were tinned
by rubbing a solder stick over the area to be
leaded. The hollows were quite shallow but the
tub with its many patches absorbed six sticks
of body solder. Perhaps unnecessarily, the
joins between the new boot rubber channel
and the tub were covered with a thin layer of
lead. The joins between the door jams and the
window surround were treated in the same
way and after some careful tinning the edges
and nail heads were covered with lead.

Above: The tub lead wiped covering the
antenna hole patch
The reason for the 40/60 blend of body solder
is that the mixture remains ‘plastic’ over a higher range of temperatures than other blends.
When the solder was heated, the trowel was
used to smooth out the lead and the oil was
used to keep the trowel moist. Over a day of
careful shaping the door jamb edges were cov11

ered and smoothed and the dips in the tub
were filled. Excess lead was removed using
electric sanders and an interesting pneumatic
tool with a narrow sanding pad that fitted between the body and the boot rubber channel
and along the edges of the door jam. The
whole process required two days. The result
was a Riley free of rust holes and drilled holes
that had been made by previous owners for an
arial and tail/brake lights. In the meantime the
monsoons had arrived early that made the timing for returning the Riley to his custodian uncertain.

Above: The body patched and the repaired
surfaces covered with a thin layer of body
solder. The doors fitted neatly into their
spaces.
All together six sticks of solder were used to
finish the tub and two were used to do the door
jams.

For Sale

1927 Riley Nine special for sale, engine sounds like it has a big end
bearing problem when it is running. $7000
Telephone Ian Hayward on 33584367
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